
CHAPTER 6 

Aberration 

-DECAUSE of the finite velocity of light, the apparent position of any 
celestial object depends upon the motions of both this object and the Earth 
during the interval of time required for light to travel from the object to the 
Earth. 

While the light is traveling from a celestial body to an observer on the 
moving Earth, both the body and the Earth move away from the positions 
they occupied in space at the instant the light left the body. The ray that is 
received at the observer is one which was emitted, at some time previous 
to the instant of observation, in the direction toward the position that the 
Earth was later to occupy; consequently, by the time the ray is received at 
the observer, the body is no longer located in the direction from which the 
ray comes. Moreover, because the Earth is in motion, the direction from 
which the ray is coming when it arrives at the observer differs from the 
direction from which it appears to be coming. The direction from which the 
light appears to be coming, which is the direction in which the body is 
actually seen, is the direction of motion of the light relative to the observer, 
not its actual geometrical direction in space, and this relative direction depends 
upon the velocity of the observer at the instant. 

Consequently, the apparent position in which an object is observed on the 
celestial sphere is neither the actual geometric direction of the body from the 
observer at the instant of observation, nor the direction at that instant toward 
the position where it was geometrically located at the time the light 
left it. 

This apparent displacement of celestial bodies from their actual geometrical 
directions from the observer, caused by the progressive motion of light in 
combination with the motions of the observer and of the bodies themselves, 
is called aberration. The displacement of the observed apparent position 
from the actual geometric position at the instant of observation is known as 
planetary aberration. The displacement of the observed position from the 
position where the body was geometrically located at the instant when the 
light left it is called stellar aberration. Planetary aberration may be regarded 
as the resultant of the stellar aberration due to the velocity of the Earth 
at the instant of observation and the geometric displacement of the body in 
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space due to its motion during the interval while the light was traveling to 
the Earth. 

In computing an ephemeris of the positions in which a body will appear 
at given times, from the geometric positions of the body and of the Earth 
as derived from gravitational theory, allowance must be made for these 
effects of the finite velocity of light. Likewise, in deriving from observed 
apparent positions the geometric positions in space, appropriate corrections 
must be applied. 

The Aberration of Light 

The actual velocity of the light in space c is the vectorial sum of its velocity 
relative to the observer cr and the velocity V of the observer, and is therefore 

represented by the diagonal of a parallelogram 
in which one side is the velocity of the observer, 
and the other side is the velocity of the light 
relative to the observer (see Fig. 17). The actual 
direction in space from which the light is coming 
at the instant of observation t is the direction to 
the point P where the body was located at a time 
t — Δί preceding t by the interval Δί required for 
light to reach the observer from P; but the 
apparent position P' at time t, in the sense of the 
point on the celestial sphere where the body is 
seen, irrespective of the particular coordinate 
circles to which it may be referred, is in the 
direction from which the light is coming relative 
to the observer at the instant /. The consequent 
angular displacement of P' from P is the stellar 
aberration; it is in the direction of the observer's 
motion, and in a plane through this direction 
and the direction to the point P. The numerical 

value of the displacement ΔΘ depends only on the ratio V/c9 which is 
approximately 0.0001. 

This displacement of the apparent position P' on the celestial sphere, from 
the direction to the geometric position P that the body occupied when the 
light left, may therefore be calculated from the direction and speed of motion 
of the observer due to the motions of the Earth. This is all that can be 
determined for the stars; their geometric positions on the celestial sphere 
can be found only from observations, and hence only for the time when 
the light by which they are observed left them. However, during the time 
required for light to reach the observer, a celestial body moves from P to 

FIG. 17. Stellar aberra-
tion: P\ apparent position 
at time of observation t; P, 
geometric position at time 
t — At when the light left 
the object. 
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some other geometric position Q, depending on its particular individual 
motion in space (Fig. 18). The displacement of the apparent position at the 
instant of observation, from the geometric position where, at the same 
instant, the object is located, is the planetary aberration. In the solar system, 
the motion in space may in general be determined from gravitational theory, 
and hence the planetary aberration calculated. The actual geometric position 
at the time of observation may be found either by first determining the 
position at the time light left, by means of the stellar aberration, and then 

FIG. 18. Planetary aberration. 

calculating the displacement from this position that is produced by the motion 
of the body in space during the light time At or by determining the planetary 
aberration directly, from the motions of the Earth and the body, without the 
intermediary of the stellar aberration. 

The determination of these aberrational displacements requires the motion 
of light to be known, as well as the motions of the Earth and of the other 
celestial bodies. However, no particular theory of the physical nature of 
light is necessary; irrespective of what the actual nature of light and the 
mechanism of its propagation may be, aberration is apparently one of the 
many phenomena which take place as if light were propagated in rectilinear 
rays in Newtonian space, and for practical astronomical purposes this 
observed property has proved to be a sufficient basis for the theory of the 
corrections for aberration. The experiments of Airy and Fizeau, as well as 
the evidence of astronomical observations, further show that aberration is 
independent of the material media in the path of the light through the 
atmosphere and the instruments; and this is consistent with the laboratory 
experiments which show that a common motion of the observer and a 
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source of light does not affect the apparent direction of the source—a part of 
the basis of the theory of relativity, according to which no astronomical obser-
vation could be influenced by an effect due to the nature of the telescope in 
its motion through space. 

Consequently, only the kinematic principles of relative motion are required 
in constructing the mathematical theory of astronomical aberration. More-
over, the illustrative analogies (e.g., with raindrops falling through a moving 
tube) that are commonly given in elementary textbooks are not essential, 
though they have didactic value. 

The Apparent Displacement Caused by the Motion of the Observer 

The amount of the displacement due to stellar aberration depends upon 
the instantaneous velocity of the observer relative to the velocity of the light 
at the moment the light reaches him. In a right-handed rectangular coordinate 
system with arbitrary origin and axes in fixed directions in space, the com-
ponents Vx, Vy, Vz of the velocity vector V of the observer are dx/dt, dyjdt, 
dzjdt. Relative to parallel axes with origin at the observer, let L and B 
denote the longitudinal and latitudinal spherical coordinates referred to the 
XY-plane. The direction cosines of the line toward the point P from which 
the light actually comes are 

/ = cos B cos L, 

m = cos B sin L, 

n = sin B, 

where L and B are the geometric spherical coordinates of this point; and the 
direction cosines of the apparent position P'(L', B'), or path of the light 
relative to the moving observer, are similarly 

lr = cos B' cos L', 

mr = cos B' sin L', 

nr = sin B'. 

The points P, P' are 180° from the points toward which c, c, are directed; 
hence, in terms of the components of the velocity of light, these direction 
cosines are also equal to 

c«. c« c. 

c c c 

cr
 r cr cr 
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in which, from the parallelogram construction, 

cx = (cr)x + Va9 etc. 
That is 

; i , dx 
crlr = cl + — , 

at 
(where crlr and cl represent direction components of the lines toward P' and P, 
respectively) and we therefore have 

— cos B cos L = cos B cos L H , 
c c dt 

-1 cos B' sin L' = cos B sin L H , (57) 
c c dt 

Cr · «/ - « . 1 i/z 
— sin £ = sin ß H . 
c c dt 

Multiplying the first of these equations by cos L, the second by sin L, 
and adding, then multiplying the first by sin L and the second by cos L and 
subtracting, we obtain 

— cos B cos(L — L) = cos B + -{— cos L + — sin L , 
c c\dt dt ) 

Cr «, · ,*t ^ Ιίέ/x . r dy 
— cos B sin(L — L) = — sin L cos L 
c c\dt dt 

(58) 

or 
1 Jdx . T dy \ 

sec Bl— sin L cos L) 
*, frt τ\ c \dt dt ) / c m 

tan(L - L) = · (59) 
1 (dx r dy . \ 

1 + - sec B{— cos L + — sin L) 
c \dt dt ) 

Multiplying the first of equations (58) by cos \{L' — L), the second by 
sin \(L' — L), and adding, denoting the time derivatives by superior dots, 

c y 
— cos B' — cos B + - sin L 
c c 

x (y x I + - cos L + {- cos L sin L\ tan J(L' — L); 
c \c c ) 

taking the products of this equation by sin B and by cos B, subtracting the 
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product by sin B from the product of the third of Eqs. (57) by cos B, and 
adding the product by cos B to the product of the third of Eqs. (57) by sin B, 
and taking the quotient, we obtain 

tan(£' - B) = 

- cos B — I- cos L + - sin L + tan \{L' — L) - cos L sin L sin B 
c \c c Lc c JJ 

1 + - sin B + - cos L + - sin L 
c \c c 

- cos L sin L 
c c 

I cos B . 

(60) 

These expressions for tan(L' — L) and tan(2?' — B) are completely 
rigorous and general. From them may be developed practical formulas 
for the determination of stellar aberration, referred to any particular system 
of coordinates on the celestial sphere, to any needed order of accuracy, in 
terms of the motion of the observer relative to this coordinate system. 

The Relation of the Apparent Position to the Geometric Position 

The stellar aberration ΔΘ due to the velocity of the observer is only the 
displacement of the apparent position P' from the geometric position P 
which the body had at a previous time when the light left it—not the dis-
placement from the geometric position which the body has at the time of 
observation t. That is, correcting the apparent position for stellar aberration 
gives the geometric position of the body at a time t — Δ/, relative to the 
geometric position of the observer at a different time t. But by means of a 
further correction for the motion of the body from P to Q during the light 
time Δί, if this motion can be determined, we may also obtain the geometric 
position at time t relative to the position of the observer at this same instant, 
and thus determine the planetary aberration. Equally well, the geometric 
direction of P from the point where the observer was located at the same time 
t — At that the body actually was at P may be obtained. Since the velocity 
V P of the planet is independent of the velocity of the Earth, the planetary 
aberration Aq and the stellar aberration ΔΘ are essentially independent 
quantities, although ΔΘ is implicitly involved in Aq. 

In practice, the most advantageous procedure depends on circumstances. 
The stellar aberration depends only on the instantaneous velocity of the 
observer at the instant the light is received ; but the planetary aberration, or 
departure of the apparent position from the geometric position at the same 
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instant, depends on the motions of the Earth and of the body throughout the 
whole interval ΔΛ For nearby bodies in the solar system, the light time Δί 
is so short that ordinarily the motions both of the Earth and of the body 
may with sufficient accuracy be considered rectilinear and uniform during 

FIG. 19. Planetary aberration in uniform rectilinear motion. 

the interval Δ/; under this condition, the displacements in space are pro-
portional to the velocity vectors, and it is immediately obvious that (Fig. 19): 

(a) At the time t — At when the light leaves the body at P, the direction 
to P from the position E that the Earth then occupies is parallel to the 
direction OP' in which the body is later actually observed at time t. That is, 
the apparent direction OP' is the same as the direction to the geometric 
position was at a time Δ/ earlier ; and hence if the actual time t of an observa-
tion be antedated by the amount Δί„ the observed place itself represents the 
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geometric position on the celestial sphere at this corrected time, and is 
directly comparable with the theoretical position obtained by interpolation 
to time t — At in a geometric ephemeris computed from gravitational 
theory. 

(b) During the light time Δ/, as the Earth moves from E to O, the geo-
metric direction of the body from the moving Earth changes from the 
initial direction EP to the direction OQ as the body simultaneously mfoves 
from P to Q. This change in direction necessarily is entirely due to the 
motion of the body relative to the Earth. When the motions of the body and 

the Earth are rectilinear and uniform, the displacement PQ may be repre-
sented as the vector sum of a component proportional to the velocity V of the 
Earth, and a component proportional to the relative velocity VP — V; 
and at the time of observation t, the vector from the observer to the geo-
metric position Q is in the direction of OP' + (VP — V). That is, the 
component of VP that is vectorially equal to V does not vary the direction to 
the geometric position, but maintains the body continually in the same 
geometric position relative to the Earth as it had initially, and therefore 
geometrically in the same direction as when the light left it at J°, which is the 
direction of the apparent position OP'; this component therefore counteracts 
the effect of the stellar aberration Δ0 produced by the motion of the Earth. 
The other component, VP — V, produces the entire difference Aq between 
the apparent position P' and the actual geometric position Q at the time of 
observation. This correction Aq, by means of which the actual geometric 
position on the celestial sphere at the time of observation may be obtained 
from the observed position P', is the negative of the apparent geocentric 
motion during the light time; and it depends upon — (VP — V)/c in the same 
way as ΔΘ depends upon V/c. No explicit introduction of the stellar aberra-
tion is necessary. 

These relations do not hold when the motions are not rectilinear and 
uniform. The geometric construction in (a) does not apply when the light 
time is too long for the motion of the Earth to be considered uniform and 
rectilinear, because E is not then the position of the Earth at time t — at; 

and in (b), the displacement PQ is not proportional to the velocity of the 

planet when this velocity is not rectilinear and uniform, nor is P' Q proportional 
to the relative velocity. The construction in (a) then gives the direction of P, 
not from the position of the Earth at t — At, but from a point E where the 
Earth would have been at f — Δί // it had been moving since that time with 
the same velocity that it has at the time t of observation; and similarly, the 
construction in (b) gives a point Q which is not the actual position of the 
body at time t, but the position in which it would have been at the time of 
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observation if it had been moving ever since time t — At with the same 
velocity that it had at t — At. 

No useful purpose would be served by the results that would be obtained 
from (a) or (b) when the light time is too long for the variations in velocity 
to be neglected, and in practice these procedures are therefore not applied 
under this condition. For example, observations of stars, which are so 
distant that the Earth repeatedly moves completely around its orbit during 
the light time, are corrected only for stellar aberration. Observations of 
double stars, where the motion of the star is far from rectilinear and uniform 
during the light time, are corrected only for the velocity of the Earth; the 
result of a correction for the total relative velocity of the Earth and the 
star according to (b) would not represent anything physically real. These 
principles explain why aberration does not have any effect on the apparent 
separation of the components of binaries, nor on the apparent positions of 
sunspots on the solar disk. 

The observed aspect of the disk of a celestial body at time t is its actual 
geometric aspect at the instant / — At when the light left. Every point of the 
disk is seen in the actual direction in which it was geometrically located from 
the observer when the light left this point; even in the case of the Sun, the 
light time is virtually the same for all points of the disk, and aberration 
therefore does not displace the points of the disk relative to one another. 
The only aberrational displacements are the geometric motions of the 
different points of the disk due to the rotational motion of the body during 
the light time. The orientation of the disk on the celestial sphere that is 
obtained by calculation from the apparent coordinates of the body at time t 
is the orientation that is observed at time t, and the observed aspect of the 
disk at this instant is obtained by including the amount of rotation during 
the light time in the calculation of the central meridian. No further effects 
on the appearance of the disk are produced by aberration, and no other 
corrections are required to determine correctly the actual geometric aspects 
of the disk at time / — At. 

A correction for stellar aberration alone is only a partial correction for 
aberration, and therefore leaves our knowledge of the geometric configura-
tion of the system incomplete; but no error is introduced. The correction 
of the apparent position for stellar aberration removes only the effects of the 
motion of the Earth, leaving the position still affected by the aberration due 
to the motion of the body during the light time. Moreover, in practice, the 
actual absolute motion in space cannot be determined for either the body or 
the Earth ; even the correction for stellar aberration is therefore necessarily 
incomplete, and a further correction for planetary aberration can be deter-
mined, if at all, only for the motion of the body relative to the Earth. How-
ever, the unknown absolute motion through space which the Earth and 
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other bodies within or without the solar system have in common with the 
center of mass of the solar system, in addition to whatever motions they 
may have relative to this center of mass, does not affect the aberration, either 
stellar or planetary, that is due to the remaining motions. 

According to classical optical theory, the absolute motion of the observer— 
or his motion relative to the luminiferous ether—would produce second-
order effects in addition to the ordinary astronomical aberration and other 
usual first-order effects; neglecting the motion of the solar system through 
space would leave a second-order error in the stellar aberration. The principle 
of relativity removes these second-order effects, which were never observed 
in any laboratory experiments designed to detect them. 

According to the principle of relativity, no evidence of absolute motion 
can be observed. The Fitzgerald-Lorentz contraction compensates the 
optical effects of the absolute motion to all orders, and the second-order 
effects to be expected on the basis of classical theory do not occur. 

Astronomical aberration therefore depends upon the relative motion of the 
Earth and the observed body, in accordance with the principles in (a) and (b), 
independently of the absolute motion of the Earth through space. This 
relative motion depends as much upon the motion of the body as upon the 
motion of the Earth ; but the effect of the motion of the body upon aberration 
is entirely due to the kinematic effect of the velocity of the body upon the 
apparent direction in which the light that leaves it is emitted, not to any 
physical dependence of the velocity of light or the path of the ray upon the 
motion of the source. 

Conclusive evidence has accumulated since the middle of the nineteenth 
century that the velocity of light is independent of the motion of the source, 
and likewise of the intensity; but just as the apparent direction from which 
light is received at the moving observer depends upon the velocity of the 
Earth, so likewise the direction of emission from a moving body P relative 
to this body depends upon the velocity of P. The actual direction PO in 
space in which light leaves P is the resultant of the direction relative to P 
and the direction PQ of the motion of P; the apparent direction of emission 
is therefore QO. The path of the ray from P to O depends upon only the 
position of P at the instant of emission; the path is independent of the 
motion of P either at this instant or during the interval At during which it is 
traveling to the observer. 

Consequently, stellar aberration does not depend in any way upon the 
motion of the observed body, but only upon the instantaneous velocity of 
the observer at the instant the light reaches him. When, as in the case of the 
stars, no correction is applied for the effect of the motion of the body, the 
geometric configuration at the time of observation is undetermined, but 
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the actual geometric position of the body at the previous time t — At relative 
to the position of the observer at time t is obtained without error. 

Stellar Aberration 

The point on the celestial sphere toward which the velocity of the observer 
is directed is called the apex of the motion. At time t, a speed V in a direction 
at an angle 0 with the direction to the geometric position P which a celestial 
body occupied at time t — at, displaces the apparent position P' on the 
celestial sphere away from P toward the apex M, along the great circle through 
P and M (Fig. 20), by an amount Δ0 = Θ — 0' which is given by 

sin Δ0 = — sin 0', 
c 

(61) 

where c is the speed of light; Ksin 0' is the component of V across the 
line of sight. 

Writing Eq. (61) in the form 

sin Δ0 = - sin(0 - Δ0) 
c 

and expanding in powers of Δ0 gives 

V Δ0 = - sin 0 
c 

- - i - ï s i n 20 + ( - J (s in 0 cos2 0 - i sin30) + 

The coefficient of the second term is approximately 0".001. 
The components of Δ0 in any of the systems of celestial coordinates may 

be determined from the general expressions (59) and (60) by deriving expres-
sions for the derivatives dx/dt, dyjdt, and dzjdt of the coordinates of the 
observer in space. The motion which these velocity components represent 
may also be expressed in terms of the speed Kand the direction of the motion; 
the direction is represented by the coordinates Lv9 

Bv9 of the apex on the celestial sphere, which are 
determined by the direction cosines of V 

)_dx 

V dt 
= cos L„ cos £„ 

LEI 
V dt 

1 uy r r» 

= sin Lv cos Bv, 
(62) 

)_dz 
V dt 

= sin B„ 
FIG. 20. Stellar aberration. 
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With the values of dx/dt,. . . , from Eqs. (62), Eqs. (59) and (60) may be 
expressed directly in terms of geometric relations on the celestial sphere; 
and in this form, they represent the rigorous trigonometric solution of 
the spherical triangles formed by P, P', M and the pole Z of the coordi-
nate system (Fig. 21). The triangle PMZ may be solved for the side 0 
and the angle at M, in terms of the coordinates of P and of M ; from 0, the 
value of 0' is found by Eq. (61); and the triangle P'MZ may then be 
solved for the coordinates of P'. 

The velocity of the observer is the resultant 
of his motion with (a) the diurnal rotation of 
the Earth; (b) the orbital motion of the Earth 
relative to the Sun, and the motion of the Sun 
relative to the center of mass of the solar 
system; and (c) the motion of the center of 
mass of the system through interstellar space. 
The component of the stellar aberration pro-
duced by the rotation of the Earth is known 
as the diurnal aberration ; the component due 
to the orbital motion of the Earth and the 

FIG. 21. Components of barycentric motion of the Sun together is 
stellaraberration. called the annual aberration; and the com-

ponent caused by the motion of the solar 
system as a whole is known as the secular aberration. 

Since the absolute velocity of the Sun through space is unknown and 
presumably not determinable, the secular aberration is unobservable. The 
many discussions of secular aberration and its possibly observable effects 
which have appeared in past literature include a considerable amount of 
error and confusion; and the correct treatment on the basis of classical 
physics requires modification in some respects from the viewpoint of the 
theory of relativity. Only the motion of the Sun relative to other stars can be 
determined; but in the present state of stellar dynamics, no advantage 
would be gained by applying corrections for the aberration due to the 
motion of the Sun relative to the stars, and in practice it is therefore 
disregarded. 

For the practical calculation of the other components of stellar aberration, 
it is advantageous to develop the rigorous expressions (59) and (60) in powers 
of V/c; this development is readily obtained by expanding Eq. (57) by means 
of Taylor's theorem. To the first order, the components of stellar aberration 
due to different components of V are independent of one another, and 
may be calculated separately and added together. 

Taking the A^-plane to be the plane of the equator, L becomes the right 
ascension a and B the declination ô. The coordinates are functions of the 
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direction cosines, 

tan α = — , tan δ = 
/ ' V/2 + m8 ' 

and writing 

---Ht) 
- H S H ' - ^ T M ^ - · } *· 

we have to the first order 

,/f Λ / , , 1 dx . 1 dy , 1 dz\ 
\ c dt c dt c dt! 

and similarly for δ'. Developing by Taylor's theorem, 

, 1 dx 3a , I dy dot. , 1 dz BOL 
a = a H 1 ^ 1 

c dt dl c dt dm c dt dn 
\\\dxd t idy d \dz dV 

H— 1 1 a 
2l_c dt dl c dt dm c dt dnj 

+ · · · , 
and determining the required derivatives by means of Eq. (63), 

3a m « . c 

— = cos a = —sin a sec o 
dl I2 

m 

d\ 

di2 = + 

l2 

(/s 

+ m2' 

2/m 
1 + m2)2 

_ 2 sin a cos a 

cos2 ô 

and so on, we have to the second order in V/c 

Î > y 1 \dx . dy \ 
(a — a) = \— sin a cos a) sec o 

c sin \"\dt dt ) 
1 (dx . dy \(dx 

+ — {— sina cos a {— cos a + 
c 2 s i n l " U dt )\dt 

dy . — sin a 
dt 

+ 
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and similarly 

(δ' — δ)" = — sin ô cos a H—- sin ô sin α cos ô 
c sin \"\dt dt dt 

1 \dx . dy \\ x 

{— sin a cos a tan o 
2c* sin TXdt dt I 

. * \dx k dy dz \ 
+ — — cos o cos a H cos o sin a H sin o 

c2smV\dt dt dt ) 
idx . « , dy . « . dz A 

X {— sin o cos a H—- sin o sin a — — cos o} 
(dt dt dt I 

(65) 

The first-order terms alone on the right of Eqs. (64) and (65) may be 
obtained immediately from the differential expressions for da, dô in terms of 
dx, dy, dz. They represent the value obtained for the aberration by differen-
tiating the spherical triangle PMZ instead of by the rigorous trigonometric 
solution represented by Eqs. (59) and (60). With Bv and the angle at M 
constant, and Θ — 0' = (V/c) sin Θ, the differentiation of the triangle gives 

y 
L' — L = sin(L — Lv) cos Bv sec B, 

c 

y 
Β' — B = {cos(L — Lv) cos Bv sin B — sin Bv cos B}, 

c 

which are the same expressions as obtained by substituting Eq. (62) in the 
first-order terms of Eqs. (64) and (65). 

Taking for the XT-plane the plane of the ecliptic instead of the plane 
of the equator, and replacing a by celestial longitude λ and ô by latitude β, 
we have the expressions for the aberration in longitude and latitude. 

The first-order aberration may be expressed in very simple form by 

resolving the velocity V of the Earth into a component u in the direction OP 
toward any given point (a, ô), and two components v, w perpendicular to this 
direction, v lying in the plane through OP and the pole, w perpendicular 
to both u and v (Fig. 22). The component u does not affect the apparent 
position of P; v and w produce the stellar aberration. The apparent dis-
placement by v is along a circle of declination, and hence affects ô only, 
while the displacement by w is perpendicular to the circle of declination, 
since the great circle from P to w is at right angles to the great circle from 
P to v, and hence to the first order w affects a only. Taking v and w 
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FIG. 22. First-order stellar aberration. 

positive in the directions that will increase a and ô, we have to the first 
order, in accordance with Eq. (61), 

w 
(α' — a) cos ô = — , 

(66) 
Ô'-Ô = V-; 

c 

and similarly in the ecliptic coordinate system. 

Annual Aberration 

The annual aberration may be obtained from Eqs. (64) and (65) or from 
Eq. (66) by substituting the velocity components of the Earth due to the 
resultant of its orbital motion relative to the Sun and its motion in common 
with the motion of the Sun relative to the center of mass of the solar system. 

The velocity components of the Earth relative to the Sun may be deter-
mined from the rectangular equatorial coordinates of the Sun X, Y, Z; 
the effect of the barycentric motion of the Sun may be separately determined 
as a very small correction to the aberration due to the orbital motion of the 
Earth. However, by reducing the solar coordinates to the barycenter, the 
complete annual aberration may be determined immediately. 

In the fundamental expression (61) for the magnitude of stellar aberration, 

y 
Δ0" = — cosec 1" sin 0, 

c 
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the mean value of the coefficient {Vjc) cosec 1" is known as the constant of 
aberration. In actual usage, this term signifies the constant mean value of the 
coefficient in the annual aberration, since the diurnal aberration is separately 
considered and the secular aberration is disregarded; and the exact definition 
is based on the value of V in the heliocentric orbital motion of the Earth, 
neglecting perturbations, and neglecting the motion of the Sun relative to the 
center of mass of the system. 

In undisturbed elliptic motion, the linear orbital velocity is r dfjdt, where 
/ i s the true anomaly; and therefore 

v _ naVl - i 
r 

= ,-^—Λ1 + ecosf}9 
VI - e2 

in which a is the mean distance of the Earth from the Sun, e the orbital 
eccentricity, and n = 2π/Τ is the mean motion, where T is the length of the 
sidereal year. The constant of aberration is defined as 

k = —. cosec 1 . 
Cy/l - e2 

Strictly speaking, this expression should be corrected for the barycentric 
motion of the Sun and for the secular variation of e; but these corrections 
are inappreciable. 

The numerical value of the constant of aberration may be determined 
either by calculation, from the elements of the orbit of the Earth and the 
velocity of light, by the above formula, or directly from observations of 
the effects of aberration on the apparent positions of stars. However, the 
apparent displacements by aberration cannot be observed separately from 
the effects due to refraction and to other causes that also affect the apparent 
coordinates of the stars; in practice, the different effects must be separated, 
and the constants determined, by the discussion and adjustment of a large 
number of observations distributed over an extended interval of time. An 
accurate determination by observation is therefore difficult, but the calculated 
value is also subject to error from the uncertainties in the quantities from 
which it is obtained. A conventional value of 20".47 was adopted by inter-
national agreement at the Paris Conference of 1896, and has since been used 
in the national ephemerides, although it is inconsistent with the adopted 
value of 8".80 for the solar parallax πΘ. In accordance with recommendations 
of the International Astronomical Union at the General Assembly of 1964 
in Hamburg, it is to be replaced in 1968 by 20".496. This value is calculated 
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from the values adopted at the 1964 Assembly for the astronomical unit 
(au), the equatorial radius of the Earth p0, and the velocity of light: 

Po = 6378.160 km 
1 au = 149 600 000 km 

c = 299 792.5 km/sec 

The solar parallax is defined by the relation 1 au = p0/sin π®> whence 
7τΘ = 8".79405. The mean distance a is 1 + v au, where v is a very small 
fraction, and therefore 

(VV = K>O(1 + v) 
K } φ τ Θ ) " sin l"(l - e2f2 * 

The Annual Aberration Produced by the Orbital Motion of the Earth 

In terms of the equatorial rectangular coordinates of the Sun X, Y, Z, 
the components of the orbital velocity of the Earth which produce aberra-
tional displacements are 

v = X' cos a sin δ + Y' sin a sin δ — Z ' cos δ, 

w = X' sin a — Y' cos a, 

and therefore, by Eq. (66), the stellar aberration that is due to the orbital 
motion of the Earth is, to the first order in V/c9 

a' — a = {—X' sin a + Y' cos a} sec d, 
(67) 

δ' — δ = {— '̂ cos a sin δ — Y' sin a sin δ + Z' cos ό}, 
c 

which are the same equations obtained by taking dxfdt = — X\ etc., in 
Eqs. (64) and (65). The remaining component u of the orbital velocity of the 
Earth is the correction that is added to an observed radial velocity of a star 
to reduce it to the Sun; with the usual convention of denoting a velocity of 
approach by a negative sign, u = — X' cos a cos δ — Y' sin a cos δ — 
Z ' sin δ. 

Neglecting the latitude of the Sun, which is entirely due to perturbations 
of the motion of the Earth, the rectangular equatorial coordinates are 

X= Rcos 0 , 
Y = Ä cose sin 0 , (68) 
Z = R sin € sin 0 , 
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where 0 is the true geometric longitude of the Sun, R the radius vector, 
and € the obliquity of the ecliptic; and further neglecting all other perturba-
tions of the Earth, the velocity components of the Earth relative to the Sun 
are 

ΕΞ- -UK 
dt dt 

= JR sin ® cos® — 
dt dt 

„ . na2\/1 — e2 nae sin(® — Π) 
= R sin ® — ^ - 0 cos ® , v — -

R2 V l - e2 

na 

V i -
{sin ® + e sin Π}, 

dy 
dt 

dz 
dt 

na 

VT^7 
na 

VI^7 

in which e, Π are the eccentricity and longitude of perigee of the solar orbit 
and « is the mean motion; similarly, 

cos € {cos ® + e cos Π}, 

sin e {cos ® + e cos Π}. 

Therefore, from Eqs. (67), or from Eqs. (64) and (65), to the first order in Vjc, 
we obtain for the aberration in right ascension and declination due to the 
undisturbed elliptic component of the orbital motion of the Earth, expressed 
as the correction to be applied to the geometric place (α, δ) in order to 
obtain the apparent place (α', δ'), 

α' — α = —(k' sin ® + k'e sin Π) sin a sec δ 
— (k' cos ® cos e + k'e cos Π cos e) cos a sec <5, 

(69) 
δ' — ô = — (kr sin ® + k'e sin Π) cos a sin δ 

— (k' cos ® cos € + k'e cos Π cos c)(tan e cos δ — sin a sin <5), 

where ®, a, Π are all reckoned from the same origin. 
The terms are each a product of two factors, one depending on the position 

and orbital elements of the Sun, the other depending on the position of the 
body. The factors that depend upon the position of the body are commonly 
denoted by 

c = ±5 cos a sec <5, c' = tan e cos δ — sin a sin ό, 

d = ^ sin a sec ô, d' = cos a sin ό, 
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and are known as star constants because in the case of the stars they are very 
nearly constant for each star. In the other factors, which are the same for 
right ascension as for declination, the first term of each is independent of e, 
except as e is implicitly involved in k\ and this term therefore represents the 
aberrational displacement due to the circular component of the undisturbed 
elliptic motion of the Earth. The second term in each factor depends ex-
plicitly on e, and represents the components of the displacement due to the 
departure of the elliptic orbital motion from a circle. The component of the 
aberration that depends upon e is consequently known as the elliptic aberra-
tion', expressed in terms of the star constants, it is represented by 

(Δα)* = (—k'e cos Π cos e)c + (—k'e sin H)d, 

(Δό); = (-k'e cos Π cos c)c' + (-k'e sin Yl)d'. 

The terms that represent the elliptic aberration are very small; and for 
the stars they are so nearly constant that the practice has become established 
of omitting these terms from corrections for stellar aberration. In the case of 
the stars, the elliptic aberration is therefore included in the mean places 
determined from observation; and only in precise reductions of mean places 
from one epoch to another at very high declinations is it necessary to take 
account of the variation of the elliptic aberration. In the case of moving 
bodies, however, the difference in the elliptic aberration at different positions 
on the celestial sphere may introduce appreciable effects.* 

The elliptic aberration is particularly important in photographic observa-
tions of planets and comets. The position of a planet, when antedated by 
the light time, is completely corrected for aberration, including the terms 
depending on e; but the mean places of the stars to which the planet is 
referred already contain these terms, and an error that depends upon the 
position is introduced, which can at maximum amount to k'e = 0".342. 
This source of error has been eliminated in the astrometric ephemerides for 
Pluto introduced in the American Ephemer is in 1950, and for Ceres, Pallas, 
Juno, and Vesta begun in 1949 in the U.S. Naval Observatory Circulars 
and continued in the American Ephemer is beginning in 1952; in these 
ephemerides, the position is essentially a mean place to which elliptic 
aberration has been applied, and is immediately comparable with photo-
graphic observations. 

Subtracting the expressions for the elliptic aberration from Eqs. (67), in 
which X\ y', Z' denote the actual disturbed velocity components, gives 
expressions representing the stellar aberration due to the orbital motion of 

* See F. P. Scott, A method for evaluating the elliptic E terms of the aberration. Astr. 
Jour. 69, 372-373 (1964). 
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the Earth, with the conventional omission of the elliptic component, that 
are exact to the first order in V/c, 

a' — a = | h k'e sin Π J sin a sec δ 

+ | h k'e cos Π cos el cos a sec <5, 

δ' — Ô = h k'e sin Π1 cos a sin δ 

— | Y k'e cos Π cos el sin a sin δ 

+ | h k'e cos Π sin el cos δ. 

To a very high order of accuracy, Z' = 7' tan € by Eq. (68); with this 
negligible approximation, and putting 

y 
C = h k'e cos Π cos €, 

c (70) 
D = + — + k'e sin Π, 

c 

we obtain, in terms of the star constants, 

(α' - a)5 = Cc + Dd, ( ? 1 ) 

(δ' - δ) "= Ce' + Dd'. 

The quantities C and D are known as aberration day numbers. Adopting 
k' = 20".47, and in Eqs. (70) expressing X', Y', c, in astronomical units per 
mean solar day, the day numbers are obtained in seconds of arc by taking 

ll(c sin 1") = 498.38/(86400 sin 1") 

= 1189.795. 

Defining A, H, /by C = hsinH, 

D = h cos H, 

i = h sin H tan e (72) 

= C tan e, 
we also have 

α' — a = A sin(/f + a) sec δ, 

δ' — ό = h cos(H + a) sin δ + i cos <5, 

which are convenient when only a few places are required. 

(73) 
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The elliptic aberration may be expressed in the same form by putting 

—k'e cos Π cos € = A0 sin H0 = C0, 

—k'e sin Π = h0 cos H0 = D0, 

—k'e cos Π sin € = /0; 

and likewise, expressions of the same form for the total correction would 
be obtained with C + C0, etc. 

To the order of accuracy of these first-order expressions, the right-hand 
members may be calculated from either the geometric or the apparent values 
of the coordinates; i.e., the reduction from geometric to apparent place is 
equal and opposite to the reduction from apparent to geometric. 

The First-Order Circular Aberration 

In the special case of the first-order aberration due to only the undisturbed 
component of the orbital motion of the Earth, the expressions for X' and Y' 
obtained from (68) give for the day numbers (70), 

C = — k! cos € cos 0 , 

D = — k! sin ©, 
(74) 

in which 0 denotes the elliptic geometric longitude of the Sun; and Eqs. (71) 
are the same as (69) with the terms in e omitted. 

In the circular motion in the plane of the ecliptic which produces the 
aberrational displacement represented by these expressions, the velocity 
is at right angles to the radius vector, and is directed toward the point on the 
ecliptic that is 90° west of the Sun. The ecliptic coordinates of this point V, 
known as the apex of the motion of the Earth, are therefore λν = 0 —90°, 
and βν = 0°; and (74) may be independently 
established directly from the geometric c 
relations on the celestial sphere (Fig. 23). From 
the right triangle °VVQ, the right ascension 
OLV and declination δν of the apex satisfy the 
relations 

cos aF cos àv = +sin 0 , 

sin 0LV cos ôy = — cos 0 cos e, 

sin ôy = —cos 0 sin e, 

which may be used either to obtain dx/dt, . . . , FlG. 23. First-order circular 
by (62), or to obtain a' — a and à' — ô directly aberration. 
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from the expressions for L' — L and B' — B, and which give the same 
expressions as (69) with the terms in e omitted. 

The first-order circular aberration in longitude and latitude may be 
obtained either immediately from the expressions for L' ■— L and B' — B or 
by directly differentiating the triangle formed by the pole of the ecliptic C, 
the apex V, and the body P, in which the angle at C is (® — 90°) — λ: 

A ' - A = - C O S ( 0 - A ) A 0 
sin 0 cos β 

= -k' cos(® - λ) sec /?, (75) 

β' - β = - t a n /8 cot θ ΔΘ 
= — k' sin(® — A) sin/?. 

The same expressions are obtained either by putting 

dx 

dt 

dy 

dt 

dz _ 

dt ~ 

— 

0, 

d(R 

d(R 

cos 
dt 

sin 
dt 

®) 

®) 

in the first-order terms of Eqs. (64) and (65), using elliptic expressions and 
omitting terms in e, or by putting e = 0 in the expressions for (α' — a) and 
(δ' — δ), replacing a by À, and ô by ß in both cases. 

In elliptic motion in the plane of the ecliptic, the component of velocity 
perpendicular to the radius vector is h/p, where/? = a{\ — e2) and h2 = n2a3p, 
whence (\jc){hlp) — k'; this component therefore produces the aberrational 
displacement (75). 

The remaining aberrational displacement is due to the component ehjp 
perpendicular to the major axis; this component is directed toward a point 
on the ecliptic at longitude Π — 90°, where Π is the longitude of the solar 
perigee, and hence the elliptic aberration may be obtained from the expressions 
(75) by replacing ® - 90° by Π - 90°, and k' by ek\ giving 

Δλ = -ek' sec ß cos(II - A), 

Δβ= -éffc'sinjffsinCn - A), 
(76) 

to be added to the right-hand members of Eqs. (75). 
Aberration, either stellar or planetary, is not an actually observable 

displacement. All that can be directly perceived is the direction from the 
point of observation to the position in space where the object was located 
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at the previous time t — ait when the light left it. The only observable 
displacement is the variation in apparent position due to differences in the 
aberration in different relative positions of the Earth and the object. In the 
case of the stars, this variation in the apparent position is virtually all due 
to the variation in the direction of motion of the Earth during its orbital 
revolution, which causes the stars to describe corresponding paths on the 
celestial sphere every year. 

Equations (75) show that as a consequence of annual aberration, to this 
order of accuracy, all the stars appear to describe small annual ellipses 
around their mean positions. The aberrational displacement is equivalent 
to two successive displacements x = (λ' — λ) cos β along a parallel of 
latitude and y = —(/?' — β) along a circle of latitude. Eliminating ( 0 — X) 
from the expressions for x and y gives 

2 2 

k'2 k'2 sin2£ ' 

the equation of an ellipse, with semimajor axis k' parallel to the ecliptic, and 
semiminor axis k' sin β. The aberrational ellipse becomes a circle at the 
pole of the ecliptic, and a straight line on the ecliptic. 

The displacement of the apparent position is greatest when x = ±k\ 
i.e., when © - λ = 0° or 180°. 

A star which is at either the apex or the antapex is unaffected by aberration; 
Eqs. (75) both vanish at λ = 0 ± 90°, β = 0. A star which is diametrically 
opposite the Sun is at λ = 0 + 180°, β = 0, and culminates at midnight; 
and at that instant, X - λ = +k', β' - β = 0. 

The first-order aberration due to the undisturbed orbital motion of the 
Earth, calculated from the expressions (74) for the day numbers and the 
elliptic formula for 0 , was formerly the only correction ordinarily applied 
for annual aberration. However, when second-order terms, lunar and 
planetary perturbations of the motion of the Earth, and the barycentric 
motion of the Sun are neglected the resulting values of the coordinates of 
the stars do not in general have an order of precision as high as 0".01. Further-
more, in the practical calculation and application of the daily values of 
C and D that were tabulated in the national ephemerides, additional second-
order errors were often introduced by approximations and inconsistencies, 
particularly in respect to the equinox of reference; the reduction (71), e.g., 
was commonly made with star constants computed from the mean place of 
the star at the beginning of the year. Meanwhile, because of the steadily 
increasing accuracy of astronomical observations, a need developed for star 
places to greater precision. Accordingly, beginning with 1960, the national 
ephemerides have tabulated the aberration day numbers calculated from 
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expressions (70) with the exact values of the disturbed orbital velocity com-
ponents, and with the corrections for the barycentric motion of the Sun 
included; provision has also been made for obtaining the further terms 
required to extend the first-order reduction (67) to the second order in V/c. 

The Annual Aberration Produced by the Motion of the Earth 
Relative to the Center of Mass of the Solar System 

With values of the day numbers calculated by (70) from the disturbed 
orbital velocity of the Earth, the expressions (71) or (73) represent the exact 
first-order aberration due to the motion of the Earth relative to the Sun, 
with the elliptic aberration removed, except for the negligible approximation 
Z' = Y' tan €. By adding to X' and Y' in (70) the velocities due to the 
barycentric motion of the Sun, the motion of the Earth relative to the center 
of mass of the solar system is obtained ; and with the values of C and D 
calculated from these velocities, the expressions (71) or (73) represent the 
entire amount of the annual component of the first-order stellar aberration 
(66). 

By further adding to Eqs. (71) and (73) the terms in (K/c)2 from the right 
of Eqs. (64) and (65), calculated with the velocities relative to the center of 
mass, expressions are obtained which represent the annual aberration exact 
to the second order in V/c. 

In practice, the velocities are obtained by numerical differentiation of the 
barycentric coordinates of the Earth; (α', δ') are the apparent coordinates, 
and (a, ô) the geometric coordinates, on the celestial sphere in the polar 
coordinate system in space that is determined by the same rectangular 
coordinate axes as are used for representing the velocity components of the 
Earth. The rectangular equatorial coordinates of the Earth referred to the 
center of mass of the solar system are 

x = - X - % etc., 

where mt are the masses of the planets in terms of the mass of the Sun, and 
{xi9 yi9 z{) are the heliocentric coordinates of the planets. 

To this order of accuracy, it is sufficient in practice to continue to put, in 
Eqs. (64) and (65), 

dz dy 
— = — tan e. 
dt dt 

Further, to remove the elliptic aberration, replace (l/c)(dxldt) and {\jc){dyjdt) 
by the corrected values — D and + C, defined by (70) in terms of the negatives 
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X and Y of the coordinates of the Earth, 

i — = - D + fc'esinll, 
cdt 

= +C — k'e cos Π cos e. 
cdt 

With the origin at the center of mass of the solar system, X and Y may be 
obtained by applying small corrections to the ordinary geocentric rectangular 
coordinates of the Sun. 

With these substitutions and the expressions (72), we have from Eqs. (64) 
and (65), to the second order, 

aapP — a = A sin(H + a) sec ô 

+ ih2 sin 2{H + a) sec2(5, 

âpp — δ = h cos(H + a) sin ô + i cos δ (77) 

+ ih cos(H + a) cos 2d - \i2 sin 26 

+ \h2 cos 2{H + a) sin 26 

+ iA2 cos 2(H + a) tan ô 

- ih2 tan ô 

+ \h2 sin 2ό, 

in which the day numbers must be calculated from the velocity of the Earth 
referred to the same equinox and equator as the geometric coordinates 
(a, ô) of the star. 

In terms of the day numbers C and D the second-order terms of the 
reductions are 

Δ2α = {i(D2 - C2) sin 2a + CD cos 2a} sec2d, 

Δ2ό = {i(D2 - C2) cos 2a - \CD sin 2a - \{C2 + D2)} tan δ 

+ {i(D2 - C2) cos 2a - \CD sin 2a (78) 

+ i(C2 + D2) - iC2 tan2e} sin 20 

+ (CD cos a — C2 sin a) tan e cos 26. 

The second-order terms in celestial longitude and latitude, from Eqs. (64) 
and (65) with xjc = +k' sin ®, y/c = — k' cos ®, i = 0, are 

λ' - λ = +ifc'2 sin 1" sin 2(® - X) sec2^, 

β' - β= -\k'2 sin l"{cos 2(® - λ) tan 0 + sin 2(® - X) sin 2)8} 

+ i f c , 2 s in l"(s in2ß- tanß). 
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When second-order terms are included, the difference between the reduction 
from geometric to apparent place, and from apparent to geometric, must be 
recognized, since it is of the order of the square of the reduction. 

When the annual aberration is determined from the actual motion of the 
Earth by means of these expressions and Eqs. (70), instead of from the 
undisturbed elliptic component of the motion by Eqs. (69), the elliptic 
aberration may be more precisely defined as the additional displacement 
that is produced by the quantities which are conventionally subtracted from 
the disturbed barycentric velocity components of the Earth in calculating 
C and D by Eqs. (70). To the first order, it is therefore represented by the 
expressions previously given; the second-order elliptic aberration produced 
by the omitted parts of the velocities comprises both a virtually constant 
part and also a part depending on the longitude of the Sun, but both are 
entirely inappreciable. 

In the complete second-order aberration, however, the constant part is 
not entirely due to the elliptic component. The second-order term of a' — a 
in (77) may be written in the form 

JA2 sin 2(H + a) sec2<5 

= -JÄ;2 sin 1" {(1 + cos2*) sin 2a cos 2 0 

—2 cos e cos 2a sin 2 0 } sec2d 

+ \k2 sin 1" sin2€ sin 2a sec2<5, 

in which the constant term must be distinguished from elliptic aberration. 
Similarly δ' — δ contains the constant part 

— \k2 sin 1" {(1 + cos2e) — sin2e cos 2a} tan δ. 

These are automatically included in a second-order reduction to apparent 
place, unlike the elliptic aberration, which is explicitly removed from the 
reduction and included in the geometric place. 

To show the order of magnitude of the effects added to (74), the component 
of the annual aberration due to the barycentric motion of the Sun alone, or 
to the action of any particular planet, may be obtained separately by sub-
stituting the velocity components of only this motion in Eqs. (64) and (65). 
With sufficient accuracy for this purpose, the center of mass of the Sun and a 
planet of mass m may be taken to be at distance ma from the Sun, where a 
is the mean distance of the planet, and the Sun considered to move around 
this point in a circle in the orbital plane of the planet, with an angular speed 
equal to the mean motion n of the planet. Neglecting the latitude of the 
planet, the rectangular coordinates of the Sun referred to this point as origin 
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and to axes parallel to the equatorial system, are 

mtfcos(180° + /), 

ma cos € sin(180° + /), 

ma sin esin(180° + /), 

where / is the heliocentric longitude of the planet; hence the velocity com-
ponents are 

+ nma sin / 

— nma cos e cos /, 

— nma sin e cos /, 
and therefore 

/ t \n (n)"ma ( . . , , n © 
(a — a) = — — {sin a sin / + cos c cos a cos /} sec o, 

c 

(ό' — δ)" = — — {cos a sin <5 sin / + cos I (sin € cos δ 
c 

— cose sin a sin ό)}, 

in which the constant coefficient may be expressed as 

(nYma f , n 
— = kma — 

c n@ 

T 

where T is the sidereal period of the planet in sidereal years. 
The values of the coefficient k'majT for the effects of the different major 

planets are: 
Venus (T.0001 Saturn 0".0019 

Earth 0".0001 Uranus (T.0002 

Jupiter 0".0086 Neptune 0".0002 

The stellar aberration produced by the motion of the Sun relative to the 
center of mass of the solar system is therefore virtually all due to the actions 
of Jupiter and Saturn; the corrections required to the velocities X\ Υ', Ζ' 
per half day to represent the effect of Jupiter are 

-0.00000 36 sin lj9 +0.00000 33 cos lj9 +0.00000 14 cos lj9 
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and for Saturn 

-0.000 0008 sin ls, +0.000 0007 cos ls, +0.000 0003 cos ls. 

The stellar aberration due to the motion of the Earth around the center 
of mass of the Earth-Moon system may likewise be separately obtained 
from the equatorial rectangular coordinates of the Earth relative to the 
center of mass, which are, with sufficient accuracy 

Ax = —/cos j8j cos Aj 

= —/cos ôj cos a5, 

Ay = —/cos /Jj (cos € sin Â  — sin e tan /?)) 

= —/cos oj) sin aj, 

Az = —/cos jSj (sin € sin Â  + cos e tan β}) 

= - / s i n ôp 

in which 

/ = m}lm@ 8".80 sin 1" cosec π, 
1 + mj)/m@ 

= 0.0000312. 

Neglecting the latitude of the Moon, the velocities of the Earth relative to 
the center of mass may be taken to be 

+ /s in A]) —- = +fn'i sin 1" sin % 
dt 

—/cos € cos A}) — = —fn'i sin 1 "cos e cos J), 
dt 

—/sin € cos A}) —- = —fn'i sin lr/ sin € cos % 
dt 

where np }) are the mean motion and mean longitude of the Moon. Then by 
Eqs. (64) and (65), with 

__ I = _ 0.0000312 x 1.3176 x 3600 
c "" 186300 X 8640 

93000000 

= -o^ooese, 
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we have 

cos ô (α' — α)" = — 0".0086{sin }) sin α + cos € cos }) cos α}, 

(ό' - δ)" = -0".0086{sin D cos α sin ô 

— cos € cos J) sin α sin ô + sin e cos ]) cos <5}; 

i.e., the lunar aberration may be included in (71) by adding — 0".0079 cos }) 
to C, and -0".0086 sin }) to D. 

The coefficient — 0".0086 is the mean displacement in the plane of the 
lunar orbit and is therefore equal to the product of k' by the ratio of the 
velocity of the Earth around the Moon to the velocity of the Earth around 
the Sun, 

— k'ain^Kl + m®jmj) _ , ,f m 
a@n® n® 

in which n^jn@ = 13.37. 
The numerical coefficients of the lunar aberration in. right ascension and 

declination may be obtained somewhat more accurately from the rate of 
change of the principal term (6".454 sin D) of the lunar equation than from 
nr In the plane of the ecliptic, the mean aberrational displacement is 

V — - (6".454 sin D) = 6".454/c' cos D ^ ^ 
n@dt n@ 

= 20".47 x 6".454 x 12.37 sin 1" cos D 

= 0".0079 cos D, 

with a period of 29d.5. Neglecting the latitude of the Moon, therefore, 
the lunar aberration is obtained by adding — 0".0072cos ([ to C, and 
—0".0079 sin i to the day number D . 

For determining the aberration in right ascension and declination near the 
pole, where the declination becomes so large that a calculation to greater 
accuracy than the second order may be needed, the rigorous trigonometric 
reductions Eqs. (59) and (60) may be adapted to practical use by expressing 
them in terms of the day numbers. Equation (59) becomes 

, . sec ô{C cos a + D sin a} 
tan(aapp — a) = 

1 — sec ô{D cos a — C sin a} 

h sin(H + a) sec ô 
1 — h cos(H + a) sec ô ' 

(79) 
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and putting 

k sin K = C tan e, 

k cos Ä: = h cos {// + a + 4(aapp - a)} sec £(aapp - a), 

Eq. (60) becomes 

tan(oapP - 8) = ' . (80) 
1 — k cos(K + ô) 

The second-order expressions (77) and (78) may be obtained directly by 
developing these rigorous expressions. 

Stellar Aberration in Rectangular Coordinates 

From the rigorous equations (57), in terms of the direction cosines 

/ = cos a cos <5, 

m = sin a cos ô, 

n = sin δ, 

with the slight approximations 
cr = c, 
z = y tan e, 

and with the velocities corrected to remove elliptic aberration by putting 
x/c = — D, y\c = + C, we obtain 

/ ' - / = - A 
rri - m = +C, 

ri — n = + C tan e. 

Differential Stellar Aberration 

Since the value of the stellar aberration depends upon position on the 
celestial sphere, the aberration in general alters the positions of the celestial 
bodies relative to one another. For example, the apparent angular distance 
and position angle of one object relative to another differ from the values 
for the geometric positions of the objects. 

In terms of equatorial coordinates, denoting the difference of the geometric 
positions by Δα = α2 — ο̂  and Δό, and the difference of the apparent 
positions by Δα' = α̂  — aj[ and Δ<5', to the first order 

A / A <Ka' — a) A 3(a' — a) A 

Δα = Δα + -1— ^Δα + -^— -Δί , 
9α σδ 
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and similarly for Δό'; from (71) and the expressions for the star constants, 
therefore, the corrections to be added to the geometric differences in order to 
obtain the apparent values are 

Δ(α' - a)s = Ckc + DM 

= + h(D cos a — C sin a) sec δ Δα8 sin Is 

+ £5(D sin a + C cos a) sec δ tan Ô Δό" sin 1" 

= + hh sec à cos(H + α) Δα8 sin l9 

+ hh sec à tan δ sin(H + α) Δδ" sin 1", 

Δ(<5' ~ δ)" = - ( £ sin a + C cos a) sin δ Δα8 sin Is 

+ (D cos a — C sin a) cos δ Δδ" sin 1" 

- Ctanesin(5A<5"sinl" 

= —A sin 5 sin(H + α) Δα8 sin Is 

+ h cos δ cos(H + a) Δό" sin 1" 

- i sin ί Δί# sin Γ. 

Subtracting these corrections from the observed values of Δα', Δό', for an 
object relative to a comparison star, measured in the sense of "object minus 
star," reduces them to the geometric values, from which the position of the 
object may be obtained from the catalog place of the comparison star; 
tables for facilitating this reduction are given in the national ephemerides. 
The maximum values of the corrections for two objects 1° apart is of the 
order of 08.02 sec δ in right ascension and 0".3 in declination. 

In the ecliptic system, to the order of accuracy of the equations (75), 

Δλ' = Δλ + ( f l ' ~ f l ΔΑ + (λ' - λ) tan β Δβ, 
sin ß cos ß 

Δ0' = aß + (β' - β) Qoißtiß - (λ' - λ) sin ß cos βΔλ. 

Stellar Aberration in Apparent Distance and Position Angle 

The differential aberration in angular distance s and position angle p 
may be obtained from the first-order expressions ssinp = Aacoso and 
s cos/? = Δό. Differentiating these expressions, 

cosp Δ? — s sinp Δρ = Δ(<5' — δ), 

sin/? Δ^ + s cosp Δ/? = Δ(α' — a) cos δ — (ό' — δ) sin δ Δα. 
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Substituting the expressions for Δ(ό' — ô) and Δ(α' — a), and for δ' — ô9 

Δα, and Δό on the right, and solving for as and Δ/?, 

s' — s = s{D cos ô cos a — C(tan € sin ô + cos ô sin a)}, 
p' — p = C tan ô cos OL + D tan ô sin a; 

or in terms of the day numbers H9 A, /, 

As = s{h cos(H + a) cos ô — / sin ô}, 

Δ/7 = h s\n(H + a) tan ô. 

All distances from the same point, whatever their directions, are therefore 
changed in the same ratio, which at maximum is less than 5/10,000; and all 
position angles from this point are changed by equal amounts. 

Diurnal Aberration 

The linear velocity in the diurnal rotation is directed eastward, perpendicular 
to the plane of the meridian ; the aberrational displacement on the celestial 
sphere is therefore along the great circle arc Θ from the geometric position to 
the east point of the horizon. In terms of the geocentric coordinates p and φ 
of the observer, and the local sidereal time θ, the radius of the diurnal circuit 
is p cos ψ' and the linear speed is v = (p cos φ')(αθΙώ); denoting 
{vjc) cosec 1" by /c, the amount of the displacement in seconds of arc is 
therefore κ sin Θ toward the east point. 

It is immediately evident from the geometric relations on the celestial 
sphere that, to the first order in v/c, the diurnal aberration in altitude H, 
and in azimuth A reckoned from the south point positive toward the east, 
may be obtained from (75) by replacing k' by κ, β by H, λ by A, and 0 by 
180°: 

^aPp — A = +K sec H cos A, 

#apP ~ H = —K sin H sin A. 

Likewise, the diurnal aberration in hour angle h and declination ô is obtained 
by replacing k' by #c, β by ô, λ by 360° - h, and 0 by 180°: 

^app "~ n = ~~K S e C ^ C 0 S n-> 

Oapp — ô = +K sin δ sin h. 

The aberrational displacement in right ascension is the negative of the 
displacement in hour angle. 

The diurnal aberration in right ascension and declination may also be 
obtained from Eqs. (64) and (65). The geocentric rectangular equatorial 
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coordinates of the observer, with the A'-axis directed toward the vernal 
equinox, are 

x = p cos φ' cos 0, y = p cos ψ sin 0, z = p sin <p\ 

whence the linear velocities in the diurnal motion are 

dxjdt = — p cos 99' sin θ(αθ/ώ)9 dyjdt = + p cos 9/ cos 0(</0/Λ)> 

and therefore, to the first order in v/c, 

1 Af\ 
(α' — a)" = p cos 99' cos(0 — a) sec ô cosec 1", 

(ό' — ôy = p cos 9/ sin(0 — a) sin ô cosec 1", 

in which 

a0 

p cos φ = — = = - cos 99, 
VI — ̂  sin29? 

where φ is geodetic latitude, a0 is the equatorial radius of the Earth, and e0 

the eccentricity of a meridian section. The factor 1/%/1 —el sin2<p varies 
only from unity at the equator to 1.0034 at the poles. 

The factor (a0/c) ddjdt is known as the constant of diurnal aberration. 
The period of Θ is one sidereal day, or 0.99726 95664 mean solar days, hence 
the ratio of ddjdt to the mean orbital motion n of the Earth (which has a 
period of one sidereal year) is 365.256360/0.997269566 = 366.2564 (the 
length of the sidereal year in sidereal days); and in terms of the constant k' of 
annual aberration, the constant of diurnal aberration is 

^ — = 366.2564 sin π& (1 - e2)1/2k' 
c dt 

= 366.2564 x 8".80 sin 1" x 0.999860 x 20".47 sin 1" 

= 0".3198 sin 1" 

= 0s.02132sin Γ. 

This constant is the ratio of the linear velocity to the speed of light; and 
with the day as the unit of time, it is therefore also given by 

2πα0 ,, 
cosec 1 . 

86,400 a0 

498s.58 8".80 sin 1" 
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Therefore 
/ / \// 0 .3198 /Λ \ s 
(a — a) = cos w cos(0 — a) sec <5, 

V 1 — ej sin ç> 
0" 3198 

(δ' — à)" = cos φ sin(0 — a) sin δ. 
VI — ο̂ sin2 9? 

On the meridian, where 0 = a, the diurnal aberration in declination 
vanishes, while the diurnal aberration in right ascension attains its maximum 
value (0".3198/v 1 — e2, sin2<p) cos φ sec <5 which in the zenith, where δ = φ9 

reduces simply to the constant. 
Eliminating (0 — a) gives 

(cosoAa)2 (Δό)2
 = j 

k2 cos29? k2 cos2ç> sin2<5 

the equation of an ellipse with semimajor axis k cos φ along a parallel of 
declination, and semiminor axis k cos φ sin <5 along a circle of declination. 

Planetary Aberration 

Correcting the apparent position at time / for the stellar aberration due 
to the motion of the observer at the instant t gives the position at the time t 
of the place where the object was geometrically located at the previous 
time t — Δ/ when the light left it. The further correction for the motion of 
the object during the light time Δ/, which is required for determining the 
position at a given time of the place where the object is actually located at 
this same time, may be made in either of two ways. The geometric position 
at t — Δί relative to the geometric position which the observer had at that 
instant may be determined by applying a correction — Δ/ to the time of 
observation, leaving the observed position unchanged; or, the geometric 
position at time / relative to the position of the observer at the instant of 
observation may be found by correcting the observed position for the relative 
motion of the Earth and the object. Both of these procedures automatically 
include corrections for the motions of both the Earth and the object; the 
stellar aberration does not explicitly appear, but is implicitly included in the 
planetary aberration. 

Because of the simplicity of merely antedating the time of observation, 
this procedure is widely followed; however, the method of correcting the 
observed place is perhaps preferable, since it gives the geometric position 
at the instant of observation, and it is theoretically preferable because it 
brings out the important principle that aberration depends upon the relative 
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velocity of observer and source. Both procedures are independent of the 
motion of the system as a whole. 

When the motions are rectilinear and uniform, so that the displacements in 
space are proportional to the velocities, the planetary aberration may be 
obtained from the velocity of the Earth relative to the planet by means of a 
geometric construction exactly similar to the one by which stellar aberration 
is obtained from the total velocity of the Earth (see Fig. 24). The velocity 
of the body may be expressed in the form 

VP = V@ + (Kp - V@). 

During the light time, the component V@ displaces the body geometrically 
from its initial position P by the same amount, and in the same direction, as 

FIG. 24. Planetary aberration; cf. Fig. 19. 
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this position P at time t — Ans apparently displaced by the stellar aberration 
produced by the motion of the Earth; by the time the light is received, this 
component of its velocity has actually moved the body into the position P' 
where it is seen. Since P' is the apparent position of P, the observed position 
is also identical with the actual geometric position at t — Δί; the component 
V@ does not change the geometric direction from the Earth. Meanwhile, 
however, a further geometric displacement has occurred from the other 
component VP — V@ of the velocity, which displaces the actual geometric 
position Q at the time t of observation by an amount Aq from P'. Because 
of this displacement, the geometric position at the time of observation is in 

—► 

the direction of the resultant of OP' and VP — V@ ; and to the first order in 
VIc, the planetary aberration Aq may be obtained by taking the components 
of the velocity of the Earth relative to the planet, — (VP — V@), for the values 
ofdx/dt, etc., in the formulas (64) and (65) previously used for stellar aberra-
tion. 

In rectilinear uniform motion, a body which was at the point P(x0, y0, z0) 
in space at time t — At will have moved to the geometric position 

x = x0 + x At, y = y0 + y At, z = z0 + z Δί, 

at the time of observation t. The component of its velocity that is equal to 
K@ moves it to the geometric position 

x = x0 + x@ Δί, / = y0 + y@ Δί, z = z0 + z@ Δί; 

since this is the same as the apparent position at time t, the planetary aberra-
tion to the first order is represented by 

x' - x = (x@ - χ) At, 

y -y = (y@-y)&t, (81) 

z' - z = (i© - i ) Δί. 

To this order of accuracy, the angular displacement kq of the apparent 
position from the geometric position at the same instant is equivalent to a 
linear geometric displacement in space, relative to the Earth, of amount Δ^ 
represented by the left-hand members of (81). The right-hand members 
represent the motion of the Earth relative to the body during the light time 
Δ/, i.e., the negative of the geocentric motion of the body in space. The 
relative velocity V@ — VP is at an angle q with the line of sight; the dis-
placement Δ</ is produced by the component of this relative motion perpendi-
cular to the line of sight, (K@ — VP) sin q at. At the geocentric distance 
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p = c Δί, the linear displacement that subtends an angle Δ# at the Earth is 
p Δ</, and therefore 

Λ v® - VP · Ag = — sin <?, 
c 

exactly analogous to the first-order term in the expansion of (61). 
In the equatorial system, the rectangular geocentric coordinates are 

ξ = p cos ô cos α, η = p cos ô sin a, ζ = p sin <5. (82) 

In terms of these coordinates, (81) becomes 

Differentiating (82) with respect to a and ô gives equations for the com-
ponents —Δ£, —Δη, —Δζ of Δ$; solving Δ£ and Δ77 for cos δ Δα and 
sin ô Δό, and Δζ for cos ô Δ<5, gives for the planetary aberration in right ascen-
sion and declination 

(a — a) cos 0 = sin a cos a — , 
P P 

Δ£ Δι? Δζ 
ό' — ό = cos a sin ό h sin a sin δ cos ô — , 

(83) 

Since 

^ = + 1 ? , . . . (S4> 
p c at 

the equations (83) are the same as the first-order terms of Eqs. (64) and (65) 
with the relative velocities of the Earth —d£\dt, —αη/ώ, —dljdt in place 
of the total velocities. 

Rigorously, the light time Δί in the aberration formulas is the interval of 
time required for the light to traverse the distance from the point in space 
where the body is located at time t — Δ/ to the position of the observer at 
time t\ but this distance cannot be determined until Δί is known, and in 
practice the light time may ordinarily be calculated from the geocentric 
distance of the body at either t or t — Δί without appreciable error. Successive 
approximations may be used if greater precision is required. 

For the purpose of practical calculation, the. planetary aberration may be 
expressed directly in terms of the relative motion to which it is entirely due. 
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The geocentric velocity of the body perpendicular to the line of sight is 

-(V@ -VP) sin q = Rd-^ 
at 

where dqjdt is the consequent angular velocity of the apparent motion on the 
celestial sphere; the left-hand member is — c Aq, where Aq is the displacement 
of the apparent position P' from the geometric position P at the same instant, 
in the direction of +(K@ — VP). The amount of the displacement Αφ in any 
apparent coordinate φ on the celestial sphere is the corresponding component 
of Aq and is in the direction opposite to dop\dt\ therefore 

c dt 

dt 

from which either <p(P') or φ(Ρ) may be found from the other, since dy\dt in 
the right-hand member may be evaluated by numerical differentiation of a 
geometric ephemeris computed from gravitational theory. 

The geometric position φ(Ρ) at the time of observation is obtained by 
adding to the observed position the amount of apparent motion during the 
light time. Conversely, the apparent position at any time t may be obtained 
by subtracting from the geometric position at time / the motion during the 
light time, or, equivalently, interpolating in a geometric ephemeris from / to 
t — At, in accordance with the principle that the observed position at time / 
is the same as the geometric position relative to the Earth was at time t — At. 
Likewise, in accordance with this principle, instead of correcting an observed 
position to obtain the geometric position at the same instant, the time of 
observation may be antedated to t — At, to obtain the geometric position 
at this previous instant. 

Accordingly, in the practical calculation of geocentric ephemerides of 
apparent planetary positions, the method that has usually been followed 
to obtain the ephemeris position for a tabular time t is to add to the geometric 
position at time t in each coordinate φ as computed from gravitational tables 
the correction 

4988.38Û , . . . . Λ , 
- x (motion in w in 2 days) 

60 x 60 x 24 x 2 
= —0.0028841/9 x (motion in 9? in 2 days), 

which is the negative of the geocentric motion in this coordinate during the 
light time; 4988.38 is the adopted value of the time required for light to 
travel unit distance, corresponding to a constant of aberration 20".47. 
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The two-day motion is obtained by subtracting the geometric coordinate 
one day before t from the value one day later than /. 

The formulas (67) and (83) for aberration are of the same form as the 
formulas for annual parallax, with the distance of the body replaced by the 
velocity of light, and the distance between the two points of observation 
replaced in stellar aberration by the negative of the velocity of the observer, 
in planetary aberration by the negative of the relative velocity. Planetary 
aberration is therefore sometimes called the parallax of light. 

App.pos. 
time t 

True pos. \ 
t-Ah \ 

\ V 

0(xt,yt,zt) " ~ \ ^ 

/Orbit of the earth 

FIG. 25. Planetary aberration in curvilinear motion. The apparent position is in the 
direction ET, where P is the geometric position of the object at time t — Δ/, and E' is 
the position which the Earth would have occupied at / — Δί if it had been moving during 
Δ/ with the same velocity as it instantaneously has at time t. 

The preceding methods may be appreciably in error when the light time is 
large, since they depend upon the hypothesis that the Earth and the planet 
both are in uniform rectilinear motion. Actually, the geometric position of 
the planet at the instant when the light left it, relative to the position of the 
Earth at that instant, is not rigorously the same as the apparent position at 
the time when the light reaches the observer because of the curvature of the 
orbit of the Earth; similarly, the geometric position of the planet at the 
instant of observation relative to its apparent position at the same instant 
depends upon the curvature of its motion during the light time, as well as 
upon the instantaneous relative velocity of the Earth. 

When Δί is so long that the curvature of the orbital motion of the Earth 
becomes appreciable (Fig. 25), the geometric direction EP at time t — Δί 
from the Earth to the planet is no longer parallel to the direction OP' in 
which, because of the velocity V of the Earth at the time of observation, the 
point P appears to be located. On the parallel E'P to OP', the point E' is at 

xt - Vx Δί, yt - Vy Ar, zt - Vz Δί, 
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where (xt, yt, zt) is the position O of the Earth at time t, and Vx = dxjdt,... ; 
but actually at time t — At the Earth was at the point E with coordinates 

dx A , 1 d2x , A x2 x, - — Δί + - — (Ar)2 - * · · , etc. 
dt 2 dt2 

Because of the displacement of E from E', the observed position no longer 
immediately represents the geometric position at time t — At. 

Neglecting higher order terms, the correction required to the position 
P\t) because of the coordinate differences + | d2x\dt2 (At)2, . . . , in order to 
obtain P(t — At), is equivalent to equal and opposite displacements, 
- i d2x/dt2 (At)2,. . . , of P with E' unchanged, or of P' with O unchanged. 
The right-hand members of Eqs. (83) are the variations of right ascension 
and declination produced by displacements — Αξ, — Δ77, —Αζ, in the geo-
centric coordinates. Since the correction to P(t — Δ/) for the curvature of 
the orbit of the Earth is produced by displacements — ̂ x(At)2,. . . , the 
substitution of +(\/2c) d2x/dt2 At, . . . , for Δξ/ρ,. . . , in the right-hand 
members of (83) gives the corrections required to the apparent right ascension 
and declination (α', δ') at time t in order to obtain the geometric coordinates 
at t — At, 

, \\d2x . d2y \ . A , 
a — a = — — - sin a £■ cos a} sec 0 At, 

2c\dt2 dt2 I 
(85) 

« «, 1 (d2x . « , d2y . . , d2z A A Λ 

o — à'' = —{—- cos a sin 0 H ττ sin a sin 0 cos 0} At. 
2c\dt2 dt2 dt2 i 

In determining the derivatives in (85) from (68), it is sufficiently accurate 
for this purpose to neglect the eccentricity of the orbit of the Earth, and put 
X = a cos 0 , Y = a cos e sin ®, Z = a sin € sin ®, d ®jdt = n. With a as 
the unit of length, (At)* = 498s.38p, and (85) become 

(a - a')8 = — ^ - 498.38/0 sin Γ{cos ® sin a 
15 2c 

— cos e sin ® cos a} sec <5, 
(86) 

(Ô - ay = KJLL 498.38p sin l"{cos © cos a sin δ 
2c 

+ sin ®(cos € sin a sin δ — sin e cos δ)}, 

where in n and c the unit of time is the second, and c must be expressed in 
astronomical units; the value of the coefficient is 0".00102p or 0s.000068p. 

The formulas for the ecliptic system may be obtained by putting e = 0 
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in (86), and replacing (a, ô) by (A, ß): 

(λ - λγ = +0".00102/> sin(A - ©) sec β, 
(87) 

(β - β'γ = +0".00102p cos(A - 0 ) sin β. 

For Saturn, the correction in geocentric longitude can amount to 0".01 ; 
for Uranus, 0".02; and for Neptune, 0".03. 

Since the geometric position obtained from the apparent position at time 
t by (86) or (87) is for time t — Δ/, no correction is required for the motion 
of the planet during the light time; but if the geometric position at time t 
is needed, a correction must be applied for the curvature of the orbit of the 
planet, while the motion of the Earth is without effect. 

Similarly, to obtain the apparent position at time / from the geometric 
position, as in calculating an apparent ephemeris, when the light time is 
large, either: 

(a) the geometric coordinates must be interpolated from t to the antedated 
time t — At, and a correction added for the curvature of the motion of the 
Earth during the interval At; or else 

(b) the geometric coordinates at time t must be corrected for the instan-
taneous velocity of the Earth relative to the planet at the instant t, and a 
correction added for the curvature of the motion of the planet during the 
light time. 

In method (a) the motion of the planet during Δ/ is irrelevant; in (b) 
the motion of the Earth is irrelevant. 

In method (a), the interpolation requires higher differences, since the 
motion is not uniform; interpolating with Stirlirig's formula gives for the 
geometric position relative to the Earth at time t — At, in any coordinate φ 
on the celestial sphere, 

<p(t - At) = <p(t) - ^ Δί + i ( ^ ) I Δ'ό + · · · , 

where h is the tabular interval in the ephemeris. The correction to be applied 
to this interpolated position for the curvature of the orbit of the Earth is the 
negative of (86); but in practice it may be obtained from the ephemeris. 
The correction required to P(t — At) in order to obtain P\t) (Fig. 25) is a 
linear geocentric displacement in space, vectorially equal to the displacement 
of E from E', and therefore with components 

2 dt2 

where (dx@/dt, . . .) is the velocity of the Earth relative to the planet. To 
this order of accuracy, the consequent angular displacement on the celestial 
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sphere, i.e., the required correction to the ephemeris position at t — Δί, is 
(Δ|//>, Δη/ρ, Δζ/ρ). In the direction of Δξ, the geocentric velocity of the 
planet is 

_ dx® = άψχ 

dt P dt ' 

where dyx\dt is the corresponding apparent angular motion on the celestial 
sphere; therefore 

p 2 dt2 K ' 

and similarly in any coordinate direction. The correction to any apparent 
coordinate <p, as obtained by numerical differentiation, is 

To the second order, the correction for the curvature of the orbit of the Earth 
is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the second difference correction 
in the interpolation to t — At, and the complete reduction of the geometric 
position φ at time t to the apparent position φ' at time t is 

ψ (0 - <K0 = - — K 
h 

In method (b), 

9>'(ί)-9'(0=-(^)(Δί + Δφ 

Λ' 1 Λ'" 

h 6 h Ψ 

in agreement, to the second order, with (a). The term Δφ is the correction 
for the curvature of the motion of the planet; the remaining part is the 
correction previously derived for rectilinear motion, but since the motion is 
not uniform the instantaneous rate of motion must be obtained by numerical 
differentiation with higher differences. 

Aberration in the Ephemeris of the Sun 

The aberration of the Sun, excepting the inappreciable amount from the 
motion of the Sun relative to the center of mass of the solar system, is 
entirely due to stellar aberration; the other of the two components that 
ordinarily make up the planetary aberration vanishes. However, it is essential 
to include the elliptic aberration, which causes an annual periodic variation 
with an amplitude of 0".343. 
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Correcting the apparent position of the Sun for stellar aberration therefore 
gives the actual geometric position on the celestial sphere at the time t of 
observation, instead of only for time t — Δί. From the geocentric point of 
view, the annual stellar aberration of the Sun due to the orbital motion of the 
Earth is the planetary aberration produced by the equal and opposite 
motion of the Sun relative to the Earth during the interval At. The observed 
position is the place where the Sun was geometrically located on the celestial 
sphere when the light left the Sun; the aberrational displacement is in the 
direction of the orbital motion of the Earth, hence opposite the apparent 
annual motion of the Sun (i.e., westward on the celestial sphere), practically 
along the ecliptic, and its magnitude is the amount of the apparent motion 
of the Sun in longitude during the light time. 

Neglecting the latitude of the Sun, we have for the aberration in longitude 
from Eqs. (75) and (76), 

λ = -fc'{l + ecos(A@ - Π ) } 

in which perturbations are neglected and a = 1. 
During the time required for light to travel a distance equal to the astrono-

mical unit, the mean motion of the Earth, and therefore the displacement of 
the Sun in mean longitude, is equal to the constant of aberration. In Newcomb's 
Tables of the Sun this constant is included in the right ascension of the mean 
sun with an adopted value 20".50. 

Aberration in the Lunar Ephemeris 

The stellar aberration of the Moon that is produced by the motion of the 
Earth is compensated by the heliocentric motion of the Moon in common 
with the Earth; but the orbital motion of the Moon relative to the Earth 
displaces the apparent position of the Moon from the geometric place by the 
amount of the consequent planetary aberration. The magnitude of the 
aberrational displacement is small, but not negligible; it is inversely pro-
portional to distance, and has a mean value of about 0".7 in longitude, with 
a periodic variation of amplitude about 0".02. 

However, no correction for aberration was applied to the ephemeris of 
the Moon computed from Brown's Tables of the Motion of the Moon. 
Aberration is not explicitly included in these tables; but apparently its 
principal effects were implicitly incorporated in the adopted values of the 
orbital elements. The further small periodic variations which should be 
included in a precise ephemeris were added in the national ephemerides, 
beginning with 1960. 
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In accordance with the general principle that 

? ' - < Ρ = - ^ Δ ί , (88) 

the aberration in geocentric orbital longitude λ is 

cat 

To the first order in the eccentricity e, this becomes 

Α ' _ λ = - — (1 + ecosg), 
c 

where g is the mean anomaly, n the mean motion, and a the mean distance; 
and to this order, the variation of the geocentric distance r during the 
interval Δί is 

, na2e . 
r — r = sin g. 

c 
A numerically equal first-order variation of the orbital longitude would be 
produced by a variation ΔΖ, = —na/c = — 0".70 in the mean longitude and 
a variation Δτσ = —na/lc = — 0".35 in the longitude of the perigee; this 
variation of the mean longitude would also produce half of the first-order 
variation of r. The values of L and m adopted in Brown's lunar tables are 
presumed to include these amounts that give the principal parts of the 
aberration in ecliptic longitude and latitude, and sine parallax. The second-
order effects may be obtained by substituting Brown's expressions for the 
coordinates into (88) and subtracting the effects of ΔΖ, and Δτσ.* These 
additional corrections are negligible in the latitude and parallax; in orbital 
longitude, as far as terms with coefficients as large as 0".001, the additional 
correction is 

+0".018 cos(g - 2D) + 0".007 cos 2D, 

where D is the mean elongation of the Moon from the Sun. 
The tabular radius vector of the Moon, therefore, is not the actual geo-

metric value, but an apparent value. 
The Moon is so relatively close to the Earth that the proportion in which 

the topocentric distance is less than the geocentric distance r is great enough 
to cause an appreciable difference between the topocentric planetary 

* See G. M. Clémence, J. G. Porter, and D. H. Sadler, Aberration in the lunar ephemeris. 
Astr. Jour. 57, 46-47 (1952). 
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aberration and the geocentric value. From (88), 

Δ(ψ' — ψ) _ Ar 
φ' - φ r 

With sufficient accuracy, the topocentric distance is r — p cos z, where p 
is the radius of the Earth and z is the zenith distance. Taking for the geo-
centric planetary aberration only the principal term ΔΖ, = — 0".70, we obtain 
for the addition to the apparent geocentric longitude of the Moon to obtain 
the apparent topocentric longitude, 

PAL -0".70 
cos z = cos z 

r 60.266 
= +0".012cosz. 

Before comparison of an observed longitude of the Moon with an ephemeris, 
this amount must be subtracted from the observed longitude, in addition to 
correcting for diurnal aberration. 

Differential Planetary Aberration 

Aberration, because of its dependence upon the relative motions and 
distances, sometimes has complex effects where two or more bodies are 
involved, as, e.g., in eclipses, transits, and the phenomena of satellite systems; 
and on some past occasions, the determination of these effects has presented 
an intricate problem. 

In a transit of a planet across the disk of the Sun, e.g., the external contacts 
occur when the observer is on the conical surface that circumscribes the Sun 
and the planet and has its vertex between the Sun and the planet; the internal 
contacts occur when the observer is on the cone circumscribing the planet 
and the Sun and having its vertex between the planet and the Earth. The 
observed contacts are at the instants when the apparent positions of a point 
on the limb of the planet and a point on the limb of the Sun are the same; 
i.e., the ray of light from the Sun which reaches the geometric position of the 
observer at the instant T of contact has grazed the planet on the way. This 
ray left the Sun at a previous time T — r2, and reached the planet at a time 
(T — r2) + rv The circumscribing cones are formed by the grazing rays; 
hence, the points on the Earth and the planet that lie in the same straight line 
on one of the cones at the instant of a contact are the geometric position of the 
observer at time T, and the geometric position of the point on the planet at 
time T — τ2 + rv Therefore, in the formulas of the theory of transits, for any 
value of the time t all quantities depending on the time must be derived from 
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the values of the geometric coordinates (r, /, b) of the planet at t — (τ2 — Tj) 
and the geometric coordinates (r', /', b') of the Earth at t. 

Similarly, in comparing observed positions of objects in the solar system 
with one another or with reference stars, in order to determine the co-
ordinates of a body, great care is required in correcting the observations for 
aberration, according to the means of observation used, and the method of 
comparison.* 

In eclipsing binary systems, an apparent variation of the period may be 
produced by the variation in light-time with changing distance from the 
observer due to an orbital motion of the eclipsing pair with respect to a 
distant third component·! 

* For an example of the difficulties that may be encountered, see the series of papers 
on the phenomena of Jupiter's satellites in Mon. Not. Roy. Astr. Soc. 71, 85-101 (1910), 
596-599 (1911), 602-603 (1911). 

t See J. B. Irwin, Astr. Jour. 64, 149 (1959). 




